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Editorial

by Executive Director J. Barry Johnson

ILLUMPAC – History
In 1989 the ILMDA Board of Directors felt that the ILMDA needed to begin trying to
establish a political and regulatory presence for our members in Springfield. The ILMDA
mantra quickly became that if our members were not involved as “players” in the system
they would soon become “victims” of the system.
It is true that most of what happens in Springfield benefits someone, and this
usually is at the expense of someone else… the victims, if you will. The Chicago political
philosophy that politicians need to “reward their friends and punish their enemies” can
be witnessed almost every day at the capitol. In fact, if you pay attention nationally, you
can even see this Chicago philosophy play itself out daily from the White House too.
The key then for our new role with the legislators was to become well enough placed
that our presence might prevent our members from always being the victims. Leadership
at ILMDA all chipped in, and ILLUMPAC was created. I was hired to be your lobbyist, and
my training began.
It quickly became apparent that ILMDA was perfectly positioned to create a very
good grassroots network. Our association is unique in that we have well-established
businesses, and our owners are city leaders in every city of consequence in Illinois. All we
needed to do was to train and organize these owners to help us voice our concerns and
fight for our interests when the need arose.
Over the years we have tried very hard to not abuse this powerful grassroots
influence over issues that were not germane to the operation of a lumber yard and
of crucial importance to the financial well-being of lumber yards statewide. We have
avoided the socially-charged issues and minded our own business.
Our first real victory came on our first attempt. In September 1991 Governor Jim
Edgar signed HB 910 into law. We were very fortunate to have chosen the right Democratic
sponsors for this bill with Senator Penny Sevrens from Decatur and Representative Paul
Williams from Chicago. I had been involved with both of these legislators when in
the development and real estate business so they were chosen because of a personal
relationship more than their political wherewithal. But they proved to be the perfect
politically-placed choices, and the Illinois Mechanic Lien Law owner-occupied notice
provision were successfully changed from 14 days to 60 days.
Over the years we have had significant victories on many fronts. For example, we
helped eliminate 2/3 of the Blagojevich Commercial Distribution Fee of trucks weighing
more than 8,000 pounds. We have preserved your sales tax collection allowance,
prevented the implementation of licensing fees on your design and cabinet folks,
eliminated onerous reporting requirements for caustic consumer household chemicals,
and fought too many Scaffold Act, workers compensation, employment law issues, and
trucking changes to count.
But other than that first lien law change, none has been as sweet and as essential to
our members’ well-being as was HB 3636 this last year.

Continued on page 5
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Dealer to

Dealer

Dealer to Dealer is written to share problems and solutions that
are common to members of the Illinois Lumber & Material Dealers
Association. When legal or professional opinions are shared,
ILMDA is prepared to disclose the source of said opinions should
additional consultation be desired.

by ILMDA Executive Director J. Barry Johnson

EAVESDROPPING

QUESTION: Can we monitor how our employees are
handling their customer service telephone calls? I think that
this past summer the Illinois courts struck down the Illinois
Eavesdropping Act that made it illegal to record phone
conversations unless both parties knew that the call was
being recorded. We would like to record our calls just in case
there is a question about an order or what someone said to a
customer. Do you have any information indicating that we can
now record calls without notifying the other party or having
a beep every few seconds?
ANSWER: The IL Eavesdropping Act is still alive and well
in most contexts.
Also, when combining Federal Law and IL Law, here’s what
most companies should practice when recording telephone
calls.
DO NOT RECORD OUTGOING CALLS…
INCOMING CALLS TO A CUSTOMER SERVICE TYPE CENTER
OR GROUP, OR FOR GENERAL CUSTOMER SERVICE NEEDS, CAN
BE RECORDED WITH A WARNING BEFORE THE RECORDING THAT
EXPRESSLY SAYS: “This call may be recorded or monitored for
quality assurance purposes…”

SICK LEAVE PROBLEMS

QUESTION: I have a yard that has a sales lady who has
been out over two months on sick leave.
I need to replace her and will offer her Cobra as our
company policy was to cover her health insurance for two
months.
Can I replace her now and must I keep the job open for
her for a later time? Any assistance you can provide is always
appreciated.
ANSWER: This is really a loaded question… very technical
and nuanced. It will depend on a variety of different factors
(union vs. non-union, company policy, 50 or more employees,
etc…).
I can generally note that there is no such thing as
INDEFINITE LEAVE RIGHTS… but there are some leave rights
and entitlements to navigate through.
The company must exhaust ANY AND ALL LEAVE RIGHTS/
ENTITLEMENTS on any leave basis as provided in their own
policies/practices.
Once they exhaust such rights/entitlements (as applicable),
then they must COMMUNICATE to the worker that they
can’t provide indefinite leave but will give the worker a
reasonable amount of time to return to work with or without
restrictions.
The amount of this time will depend on the needs of
the company and the unique circumstances involved. It is
critical that the company engages the worker in an “interactive
process” focusing on reasonable accommodation in order to
return the worker back to work but without creating an undue
burden. Again, indefinite leave is NOT reasonable.
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CREDIT CHECK EMPLOYEES

QUESTION: Do you know if it legal to run a credit check
on a current employee without their permission?
ANSWER: Totally illegal!!!
Of course, whatever you can find in the public domain on
your own (independently without any third-party help), then
that’s generally fair game.
FOLLOW-UP QUESTION: Can I, as the owner, make it a
provision of granting credit so that the employee voluntarily
gives permission to run a credit check?
Of course, implicit in this situation is that if the credit is
poor then no store credit has to be advanced.
FOLLOW-UP ANSWER: Yes. That’s permissible.

FINDING THE RAT

QUESTION: Do you know if an OSHA inspector legally
must give the name of a complainant if asked?
ANSWER: No they are not required to provide this
name.

MILITARY LEAVE AND VACATION TIME

QUESTION: If an employer normally provides accumulated
vacation time to accrue for time worked for his employees is
that same employer required to provide vacation accumulation
to an employee who is off on military leave?
ANSWER: This provision requires consistent treatment
of benefits which would include vacation pay.
From the Illinois Service Member’s Employment Tenure
Act
(330 ILCS 60/5) (from Ch. 126 1/2, par. 33)
Sec. 5. Any person who is restored or seeks to be restored
to a position in accordance with the provisions of this Act, shall
be considered as having been on furlough or leave of absence
during his military service and shall be so restored without loss
of seniority and shall be entitled to participate in insurance or
other benefits offered by the employer pursuant to established
rules and practices relating to employees on furlough or leave
of absence in effect with the employer at the time such person
entered military service. Such person shall not be discharged
from such position without cause within one year after such
restoration.
If an employer provides health insurance, an exclusion
or waiting period may not be imposed in connection with
coverage of a health or physical condition of a person entitled
to participate in that insurance under this Section, or a health
or physical condition of any other person who is covered by
the insurance by reason of the coverage of that person, if (1)
the condition arose before or during that person’s period
of military service; (2) an exclusion or waiting period would
not have been imposed for the condition during a period of
coverage resulting from participation by that person in the
insurance; and (3) the condition of that person has not been
determined to be service connected.
(Source: P.A. 88-518.)
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FOLLOW UP QUESTION: Our employee manual does not
provide one way or the other for vacation time accrual when
the employee has been out on family leave or taken personal
leave time.
FOLLOWUP ANSWER: IF the policies are silent and the
practice has been iffy or inconsistent through the years, then
I recommend (speaking as a very aggressive attorney) to
error on the side of caution here. Employers do not want to
mess around with USERRA or military protection laws these
days…. The government cracks down hard and the publicity
is horrendously bad.

When in early 2012 the Illinois Supreme Court ruled
that banks should be given priority over lumber dealers and
contractors in their Cypress Creek Decision, they in essence
gutted the 150 year-old credit protection that was essential
to our dealers’ financial well-being. And as there was no
appeal practical for this decision, our only remedy to protect
our dealers’ best interests was to change the law so that the
Court’s interpretation would be overruled.
So in early 2012 we set about to do just this. HB 3636
became the vehicle we used to shepherd the changes to the
Mechanics’ Lien Law required to reestablish your rights.
The process was not easy as the bankers had received
Southern Wholesale Lumber Co. - Over 65K sq ft
an amazing financial windfall with the Cypress Decision, and
under roof with over 90K total space. 6 buildings & lots
they pulled out all the stops to try to defeat our efforts. I do
on US Highway, with four Loading Docks, and a working
not blame them for this fight as they must lobby for memberRailroad Siding. Over 1800 sq ft office. Previously used
banks’ best interests.
DUROCK, SHEETROCK,
But common sense prevailed, and in February of
as a wholesale building material distributor, this property
FIBEROCK,
SECUROCK
2013 Governor
Quinn signed
HB 3636 into law. Your
would be an ideal location for many wholesale, retail,
lien law protections when you sell on credit have been
industrial, agricultural, and oil & energy production uses.
Ph - 800-325-5149 • reestablished.
www.lwisupply.com
It appears the desire to unionize all of the construction
industry
through prevailing wage may be the next big issue.
LWI - More Than Just a Warehouse
But I am not sure, and as we have learned challenges can
come from as far away as the Supreme Court or even JCAR
(Joint Committee on Administrative Rules). We truly have no
idea what the next big lumber issue will be in Springfield.
But I do know this: ILMDA members will be either “players or
victims.”
And as long as you are willing to support your association
and its political action committee with legislator visits, letters,
phone calls, emails and faxes, and with your contributions to
ILLUMPAC, ILMDA will remain the very effective voice of the
Illinois Lumber Industry for years to come.

Proud Supplier of:

For more info, please call 618/842-2132 or go
online to http://www.swllots.com
Please contact me with any questions,
Bruce Dickey, Southern Wholesale Lumber Co.

Proud Supplier of industry
leading manufacturers including:

Ph - 800-325-5149

•

www.lwisupply.com

LWI - More Than Just a Warehouse
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Tax

Bite
Tax Tips for Dealers
Irving L. Blackman

by Irv Blackman, CPA

Irv Blackman, CPA and lawyer, is a retired founding partner of Blackman Kallick Bartelstein, LLP (CPAs) and Chairman Emeritus of the
New Century Bank (both in Chicago). Want to consult? Need a second
opinion? Visit Irv’s website at www.taxsecretsofthewealthy.com. Contact Irv at 847-674-5295 blackman@estatetaxsecrets.com.

New Law Opens New (WOW)
Opportunities for
Successful Family Business Owners
Joe and Mary (both in their early sixties) consider
themselves blessed. Joe started his one-man-show
business in 1975. The first dozen years were a struggle.
Then revenue and profits began to blossom.
More customers. More employees. Now, two key
employees are his only kids, Sam and Sid. After college
Joe insisted they work elsewhere for three years. They
did. Got great experience. Now the boys run the business
(Success Co.), with (when necessary) some coaching
and help from Joe.
First, let’s take a look at Joe’s current wealth. This
year’s annual personal financial statement prepared for
the bank by Joe’s CPA (Cal) shows a net worth of $18.5
million. Included are two homes: the primary residence in
Michigan and Mary and Joe’s winter home in Florida… the
land and building leased to Success Co… Joe’s 401(k)
[$1.1 million]… a stock and bond portfolio [$1.6 million].
The prime asset, of course, is Success Co., which Cal
values at $11.7 million.
How did Joe feel about taxes? Income taxes are
okay. “The price of doing business in America,” he would
declare. But estate taxes, he fumes using a few expletives
to describe his feelings toward what he calls, “A double
tax on success.”
Now let’s talk about (Joe’s) taxes… estate taxes.
The president signed the new tax law, avoiding the “fiscal
cliff,” on January 2, 2013. The part of the law concerning
estate taxes made two significant changes: (1) lowered
the top estate tax rate to 40% (55% by old law) starting
in 2013; and (2) continuing forever $5 million (tied to
inflation) that is free of the gift or estate tax, starting on
January 1, 2013. Because of inflation the free amount
rose to $5.125 million in 2012 and is now $5.25 million for
2013.
Are you married?... That’s times two or $10.5 million for
2013… And will grow in future years, boosted by inflation.
As soon as (January 3) Joe heard the new estate
tax news he called a meeting with Cal and his attorney
(Lenny, specializing in estate planning).
Joe had questions: First, “What would my estate tax
be on my current net worth?” Everyone had a copy of
Joe’s latest personal financial statement. “In the $3.2
million range,” answered Lenny.
Page 6

“But my wealth grows almost every year, particularly
the value of Success Co. What happens to the estate tax
cost as my wealth rises?” “Well,” responded Lenny, “for
every $1 million in increased wealth, your estate tax bill
will go up $400,000.”
The Problem
Joe kept asking questions. Lenny or Cal would
answer. Then Cal said, “Let me try to summarize the
problem and once we all agree on the problem, we will
try to solve it.” After a bit of give-and-take discussion, all
agreed this is Joe’s problem: Joe’s wealth is already in the
highest estate tax bracket (40%). The value of Success
Co. continues to grow. It should be removed from his
estate (by some kind of transfer to Sam and Sid) as soon
as possible. Joe must retain control of Success Co. for as
long as he lives. Also, Joe and Mary must have a flow of
income to maintain their lifestyle when Joe retires in three
years.
All agreed the above was the problem to be solved. A
long discussion followed concerning the fate of Success
Co.: sell the company to Sam and Sid; give it to them; have
the company redeem Joe’s stock; different variations and
combinations.
No cigar. Try as they would, a viable solution could
not be found.
The next day Joe called me.
The Solution
Joe sent me a file of documents that, together with
his input, brought me up to speed on the problem. What
Joe did not realize is that his problem is not unique.
Many family business owners have been down the same
frustrating path.
A sale kicks up current capital gain tax. A gift means
no more income to Joe and Mary. Variations suffer one or
both disadvantages. And inflation, for either a sale or gift,
remains an unknown fear factor for Joe when he retires
What to do?
Enter a concept called “Spousal Access Trusts.”
(SATs). As you will see SATs, which are irrevocable, solve
every issue raised by Joe’s problem.
The first step in creating SATs for Joe and Mary is to
divide the Success Co. stock so Joe and Mary each own
50% of the non-voting stock.
NOTE: If you do not have voting/nonvoting
stock, it is a simple tax-free transaction to create
them. Typically, Joe will keep (say 100 shares)
the voting stock and control of Success Co. The
nonvoting stock (say 10,000 shares) are gifted to
the SATs: 5,000 shares to Mary’s trust and 5,000
to Joe’s trust.
Now Joe and Mary can each use all or a portion of
their $5.25 million gift tax free exemption when gifting the
nonvoting stock to the trusts.
An important tax note: nonvoting stock is entitled to
various discounts of about 40% making the 10,000 shares
that were gifted to the SATs worth only about $7 million
(rounded) for tax purposes.
Joe’s trust, in simple terms, gives Mary a right to the
trust income for life, and at her death the trust assets go
to Sam and Sid. Mary’s trust does the same for Joe.
The ILMDA Advantage

Tax Bite

Continued from page 6
It is critical that the trusts be drafted in such a way as
to be different in order to avoid the so-called “reciprocal
trust doctrine,” which would pull the gifts made back into
the grantor’s estate. So, make sure you work only with an
advisor who is experienced in drafting and working with
SATs. The second and final step is the operation of the
SATs on a year-to-year basis. Joe and Mary are limited
to working only with their spouse’s trust to get the income
they need from time to time. Any income that they do not
take, stays in the trust and will eventually go to their heirs
(kids and grandkids) estate tax-free.
A little summary: The results of the SATs for Joe and
Mary are (1) Success Co. is out of Joe’s estate, but he
keeps control; (2) the income earned by Success Co. in
the future will be available to Joe and Mary as needed;
(3) when Joe and Mary have gone to the big business
in the sky, (a) Success Co. and (b) all of the nonused
income accumulated over the years in the SATs will go to
Sam and Sid… free of the estate tax.
Joe’s comment – “WOW!” … even Lenny and Cal
agreed.
If you have a business succession problem, logic
tells you to consider SATs.
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a new
choice

Snyder Insurance is
an endorsed member
by the ILMDA Trust.

for your

health

insurance!

We can provide ILMDA
members with more options
for your health insurance.
Call Brian or Jimmy today to
find out how we can tailor a
plan to fit your needs
and your budget.

Home, Auto, Business, Farm, Life.
Service Beyond Expectations!

www.insurewithsnyder.com
Brian Soule
C: 309.275.9987
brian.soule@insurewithsnyder.com

Thomas “Jimmy” Mitchell
O: 217.793.6000
C: 217.341.9141
thomas.mitchell@insurewithsnyder.com
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Designed to last beautifully, AZEK
Building Products offers the best in
Trim, Deck, Moulding, Railing, Porch
and Pavers. Find all AZEK Products at
these Woolf Distributing locations.
551 Packerland Drive | Green Bay, WI 54303
Phone: (800) 236-3667 | Fax: (800) 261-6708

515 South Maxwell Road | Peoria, IL 61607
Phone: (800) 334-3695 | Fax: (800) 334-8198

8550 Ridgefield Road | Crystal Lake , IL 60012
Phone: (800) 562-3499 | Fax: (800) 474-9653

Holm

Financial

Terry Holm is a long time lumber dealer and the owner of
Holm Financial which has been providing financial services to
individuals and companies since 1989. Securities and advisory
services offered through Ausdal Financial Partners, Inc. Member
FINRA/SIPC 220 North Main Street, Suite 400 Davenport, IA. 52801
563-326-2064 www.ausdal.com Holm Financial and Ausdal
Financial Partners, Inc. are separately owned and operated.
Information herein is for educational purposes only.
Contact Terry at 773-684-7600 tholm@holmfinancial.com

ALERT! Housing Recovery – Depends Who You Talk To!
Lots of people think the housing recovery is here to
stay. After having discussed the recovery in these pages for
a number of years, I’m the last guy to feel secure, especially
after talking to my friends in the Chicago market.
Certainly the trend is in the right direction and a number
of factors are very supportive of strength going forward.
Some see home prices continuing to rise and construction
activity rising considerably over the next year or two. Interest
rates are at all-time lows making affordability reasonable. A
recovery in housing will provide a powerful engine for the
growth of jobs and the economic expansion needed to pull
us out of the doldrums.
I share the consensus view that both home prices and
construction will take some time to recover, especially
when considering the heady days in 2006 and 2007. Most
comparisons are after the trough and those numbers look
pretty substantial. But the Case-Shiller composite of 20 cities
shows the peak to trough declines are 35.1%, i.e., July 2006
to January 2013 while the recovery from recent lows shows
a decline of -29.2%. So a recovery is on the way, but not as
quickly as past recessions.
Recent headlines tout foreclosure activity down 25%
from February 2012, but Rockford ranks #6 in foreclosure
rates and Chicago is #10. Here’s a taste of where we’ve been
by headlines of covers of major publications by year
•
Time 2005 – Home Sweet Home
•
Business Week 2006 – How Toxic is Your Mortgage
•
The Economist 2007 – The trouble with the housing
market
•
Business Week 2008 – MELTDOWN for housing the worst
is yet to come
•
The New York Times Magazine 2009 – All Boarded Up
•
Time 2010 – Rethinking Home Ownership
•
Fortune 2011 – The Return of Real Estate
•
Barron’s 2012 – HOME PRICES Ready to Rebound; and
•
Money 2013 – HOUSING IS BACK!
Remember when the housing cycle was shorter?
There are still a few more headwinds to mention. How
much are you paying for materials today - lumber, panels,
roofing etc.? (See Random Lengths weekly charts and recent
ProSales articles regarding rising material costs). Pricing is
always a double-edged sword. With higher material prices
can come higher gross margin, but remember the money is
made on the buy! Rebidding on some old projects may prove
a shocker to your customers. Holding price levels is not in the
cards.
There are, however, lots of positives. A number of
recent reports in the Wall Street Journal and Reuters show
the following: Housing prices ARE on the rise. Supply and
demand is beginning to create some urgency (pent up
demand) in certain markets. This has created demand both
Spring 2013

from the buyer and the builder. As this strengthens, builders
will become more positive about their ability to increase the
pace of new construction and remodelers will begin to get
more projects. Mortgage interest rates remain attractive and
for those who qualify, this is a real buying opportunity. The
inventory of unsold homes is at historic lows, well below the
six-month supply norm.
Demographics are creating a potential wave. Household
formation is experiencing a revival, people continue to
graduate from high-school and colleges with a desire to
enter the job market, and those kids living in their parent’s
basements or families who doubled up during the recession
are anxious to move into their own places. This bodes well
for housing construction both single or multi-family. NAHB
estimates that housing starts will reach 970,000 this year and
1,180,000 in 2014. That’s double the 2009 and 2010 levels. So,
in fact, it does look like a recovery.
Home prices will be a key driver of this move. Just as
housing declined about 35% off the 2007 high, because of
overbuilding; rising home prices will move housing in the
opposite direction to spur more construction. The same CaseShiller index mentioned previously showed an 8.1% year
over year gain in January, and the trend in home prices is still
accelerating. If this trend continues, and some say it may be
as high as 15% for the year, the effect on the economy will be
very positive.
New construction has a major impact on the growth of our
economy. Not only is construction a major job-creator, but the
ancillary industries it drives also contribute to employment
and growth. When jobs are created, consumption follows.
Both improving housing prices and improving employment
situations will reduce the “under-water” mortgage dilemma
and improve personal balance sheets while also reducing risk
of further foreclosures. All of this will provide very powerful
support for the expansion.
Investment opportunities from the recovery in housing
remain, but some of the easy money has already been
made. For example, both the iShares Dow Jones US Home
Construction Index (ITB) and PowerShares Dynamic Building
& Construction Portfolio (PKB) have more than doubled
since late 2011 and the underlying companies in the index
are considered fully valued. So no bargains here, but the
potential for growth remains strong. As the housing recovery
continues, construction material suppliers, distributors and
manufacturers of products for the home will be required
to expand to accommodate the growth. Like all of us, they
contracted during the recession to survive. As markets return
and demand increases, they will have to expand to meet the
demand. So these firms will benefit both from rising volumes
and rising prices.
I remain very bullish on housing.
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EXPO 2013 Highlights

Terry Holm, Holm Financial and Lester Gray of
Gray Lumber, Modesto

One of the many great educational programs offered at the Expo.

proud

ILMDA President Aurthur Mize and
his wife Harriet.

At left: Texas Hold ‘em Tournament.

Traditional Panel

Universal Panel

K

®

Klauer

Lumber & Panel Products
• Douglas Fir/Larch 2x8 thru 2x12
Select Structural & #2 & Better
• 2x4 & 2x6 #2 & Better & Premium W-SPF
8’-20’
• Pre-Cut SPF Studs, 92 5/8" & 104 5/8"
• 1x4 thru 1x12 Ponderosa Pine/ESLP
Pine boards #2 & Better, #3 & #4 Grades
• #2 & Better Ponderosa Pine Pattern Stock
Pattern #116 Car Siding, Pattern #106 Drop
Siding, Shiplap, Bevel Cribbing
• Treated Lumber, ACQ Dimension & 5/4
Decking, Treated .60 Building poles,
Foundation Plywood
• OSB and SYP Plywood

Trims, Vents, Builders
Hardware, Fasteners, Doors,
Windows, and Rain Goods

Engineered Wood &
Remanufactured Lumber
Products
• Laminated Veneer Lumber (LVL) 9 1/2"
12" 14" 16" 18" Lengths up to 66'
• Economy 2x4 & 2x6 8'-20'
• Cut-to-length crating lumber
• Ripped-to-width lumber
Post Frame
Building
Columns

Illinois Lumber
and Material Dealers
Association

Laminated
Columns,
Finger Joint
Base Treated
Ground
Contact
Columns

LVL Lumber

K

®

Klauer

800-927-3620
www.hutchison-inc.com

Spring 2013

proud to support

www.coventryhealthcare.com
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“ENAP’s knowledgeable staff serves as a solid
extension to our purchasing team.”
Mark Vanden Bosch, VP of Sales & Marketing, Zeeland Lumber, MI

PURCHASING POWER

ENAP brings the purchasing power of over 200 dealers with over 400 locations to the marketplace.
Our long-standing relationships with over 250 vendors support dealers with pricing, terms, rebates,
delivery and quality! In times of market movement and product constraints, ENAP leverages these
relationships to ensure our dealers have a competitive position in our market.

EXPERTISE & SERVICE

As an extension of our dealers’ capability, ENAP hires and trains professionals to watch the market,
make purchasing recommendations and provide consulting expertise to our dealer owners and
their buyers. ENAP service levels are second to none in the industry. Our traders and staff are
proactive, responsive and seek accuracy and transparency in all transactions. ENAP is making
investments in training and systems to remain the LBM cooperative who services its members best.

INDEPENDENCE & FLEXIBILITY

We recognize that each dealer competes differently in their market. Products, quality and inventory
requirements vary from dealer to dealer, even within the same region! This may include the need
for affiliation with a prominent hardware cooperative to complement the hardware services of the
ENAP vendor community.

To learn how ENAP can help you grow your business, call
Tom Molloy at 800.456.4300 or email tmolloy@enap.com.

EXPO 2013 Highlights

Peoples Complete Building Center in
Watseka, IL - 110 Years
Dan Martin

Maurice Netemeyer,
Aviston Lumber and Stan
Zielinski

Spring 2013

McKee & Son Lumber in
Thomson, IL - 50 years
Jim and Robin McKee

ILMDA President Arthur
Mize and 2012 Lumberman
of the Year, Terry Holm.

Lee’s Home Center in
Millstadt, IL - 55 Years
Mary Braner

J. Barry Johnson, Scott Casteel,
Julie Hart and Amanda Eichholz.
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EXPO 2013 Highlights
A huge thank you to our exhibiting Expo sponsors:
CertainTeed Corporation
Federated Insurance
Pennsylvania Lumbermens Mutual Insurance Company
Tempco Products
Wall-Vern Products
Woolf Distributing
And to our non-exhibiting sponsors:
Do it Best Corp.
Hawkeye Building Distributors
Okaw Truss
Quaker Windows
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Freedom of Choice.

It’s a beautiful thing.

Proudly offered at Mid-Am Building Supply, CertainTeed gives you the
widest selection of siding materials, styles and colors available. But what
your homeowners will admire most are the stunning possibilities.

© 2013 CertainTeed Corporation

Cedar Impressions®
Shakes

WeatherBoards™
Fiber Cement Siding

Mid-Am Building Supply, Inc.
2425 South Wabash
Centralia, IL 62801
Phone: 866-755-7636
Fax: 866-300-2454
www.midambuilding.com

Spring 2013
CTV13028_ILDMAMidAm0613.indd 1

Vinyl Siding
Collection

Restoration Millwork®
Exterior Trim

certainteed.com
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EXPO 2013 Highlights
ILMDA Endorsed Suppliers:
• Integrity Payment Systems
• BPRA Office Store (Midwest Office)
• BPRA Apparel & Promotion Store (Primo Designs)
• Cargo Equipment

ILMDA EDUCATION FOUNDATION
Encouraging the next generation of leaders in the lumber industry!
This year the Foundation is privileged to assist the next generation
in their quest for a future in the lumber-related field by awarding
seven outstanding students $1,000 scholarships.
Congratulations to the 2013-2014 Scholarship Recipients:
Anne Bauer - Prophetstown
Brock Berogan - Rock Falls
Ryan Leposky - Royalton
Eric McDonald - Freeburg
Collin Meese - Oblong
Kaylyn Morris - Mt. Vernon
Jacob Perdue - Abingdon
Your support to the Foundation makes the difference between programs that
simply meet needs and programs that encourage excellence.
Please consider your gift to the Foundation in 2013 to continue this honor.
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EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
for MEMBERS
THROUGH THE
ILMDA INSURANCE TRUST

TASC CAFETERIA PLAN
ADMINISTRATION
(Except S-CORP)

TASC - An ILMDA Trust endorsed
cafeteria plan administrator will provide
you and your employees with an easy
way to make your purchase of the
following items tax free:
Day Care - Dental Care - Co-Pays Eye Care - Prescription Drugs Deductibles

The ILMDA Insurance Trust
will help pay the set up fee
and the monthly
administrative fee
(up to $2500)
for your participation
in this plan.

Almost all the administrative expenses will
be covered by your participation through our
Trust and the tax savings will be captured to
you and your employees’ bottom line.

2013 HEALTH
INSURANCE
PREMIUM HOLIDAY
up to $1,000
for one month only
ILMDA wishes to provide
continued employee benefits.
The Trust Committee has set
the above limits for the 2013
health insurance premium holiday.
HEALTH INSURANCE
THROUGH EITHER:

FEDERATED INSURANCE
SNYDER INSURANCE or
COVENTRY HEALTH
INSURANCE

To receive this benefit, a copy of any health insurance billing statement

for 2013 and/or the Administrative invoice(s) from TASC, along with
the cancelled check(s) showing payment should be mailed or faxed to
ILMDA, Attn: Kristen, 932 South Spring Street, Springfield, IL 62704 - Fax: 217-544-4206.
(You must be a retail or associate member in good standing with ILMDA.)
If you have questions, call or email Kristen (kt@ilmda.com) or
Barry (jbj@ilmda.com) at ILMDA - 1-800-252-8641.

New Trex Products for 2013! Now in Stock
Decking & Railing

Trex Select Railing Color– White
Decking colors-Winchester Gray, Saddle, Woodland
Brown and Madeira
Aluminum Railing Available in White, Bronze, Black

New Beveled Top & Bottom Transcend Railing

Sun Prairie, WI- 800.879.7123 / Pekin- IL 800.879.9123
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Should Dealers add a Surcharge to Credit Card Transactions?
by Guy Wadas,
Senior Vice President of Strategic Relationships

Should independent lumber and material dealers add
a surcharge to credit card transactions? Here are the
pros and cons:
Credit card fees are typically the fifth largest single
expense for an independent lumber dealer. These fees
really take a bite out of profits especially if you have a
large average sale.
At the end of January 2013, it became legal for
retailers in 40 of the 50 states to add a surcharge to credit
card purchases of up to four percent to offset credit card
processing charges. The new regulations are the result
of a settlement following a lawsuit filed against the major
credit card companies. As a practical matter, it will be
summer or fall of 2013 before the credit card industry
and the related software infrastructure will be in place to
actually make this possible for merchants to implement.
While it is now legal to charge your customers the
additional percentage it costs you to process a credit card,
new rules and regulations for surcharge implementation
are complex and possibly unfeasible. For starters,
businesses need to register with Visa and MasterCard
and display signage of their intent to surcharge thirty days

Be a part of the ILMDA and Integrity Program!
Now you will receive better value for your credit card
processing! The ILMDA & BPRA have done their due
diligence and have chosen to endorse Integrity
Payment Systems for it's members because...
• you'll get maximum savings with our
no-obligation cost verification
• Integrity offers unique and valuable cash
management tools
• no contract (we serve you with excellence to
make you want to stay with us)

You have choices...
• you may fax your current processing statement
to 847-789-8874 for your complimentary
verification
• email to save@IntegrityPays.com
• call a VIP Specialist at 866-988-4882 for more
information.
It's more than saving money.

It's what are you getting for the money
you are already spending????

prior to putting this into action. The charge, which must
be properly identified on the receipt, cannot exceed the
lesser of four percent or the equivalent of what the retailer
is paying for the processing costs on each particular
card. To complicate things further, surcharging is not
allowed on Visa and MasterCard check cards, which can
equate to more than fifty percent of the transactions in a
typical retail establishment. With hundreds of different
interchange rate classifications, a retailer would not know
what the appropriate rate would be, nor would their POS
system have the ability to categorize these or stop a
surcharge when a check card comes through.
Currently ten states do not allow surcharging. These
include California, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida,
Kansas, Maine, Massachusetts, New York, Oklahoma,
and Texas. So if you operate in one of those states,
you have no choice in this matter. And another eighteen
states (as of April 1st) are looking to join the ban.
Leading retail consultants question the wisdom of
imposing the surcharge even if it appears to offset one of
the largest expenses in your business. They recommend
making it easy for customers to do business with you and
removing as many barriers to sales as possible. Deciding
to impose a surcharge, when your competition may not,
could steer your customers in the wrong direction.
So, how can you cope with high credit card processing
costs? One way is to verify that you are being charged
properly. When the correct interchange levels are being
passed on to you, you can experience cost savings
without any impact to your customers. Integrity Payment
Systems, a leading card processing company, offers a
free unique analysis of these costs.
Integrity Payment Systems is endorsed by the
Illinois Lumber and Material Dealers Association and the
Building Products Retailers Alliance and specializes in
the lumber and building materials industry. Please call
866-988-4882 or email Save@IntegrityPays.com should
you have questions about the new surcharge rules, or if
you would like to receive a free, no obligation, analysis to
verify if you are being charged properly by your current
credit card processing provider.

It’s not too late to sign up for the

Blueprint Reading and
Material Take-off Seminar

May 15th & 16, 2013 - Springfield, IL.
For more information or to register,
contact Marilee or Kristen at
ILMDA/800-252-8641 or mc@ilmda.com.

Spring 2013
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Please Support our Loyal
Associate Members
Adler Warehouse & Sales

Hawkeye Building Distributor

PrimeSource Building Products

Alexandria Moulding

Hixson Lumber Sales

Progressive Affiliated Lumbermen

Edmund A. Allen Lumber Co.

Holm Financial

Progressive Solutions, Inc.

Amerhart, Ltd.

Hutchison Lumber/Division of
Hutchison Lumber & Building

QUIKRETE

Anthony Supply Co., Inc.
Babb Lumber Co., Inc.
Bear Creek Truss, Inc.
Boise Distribution
Cargotec USA
Cook County Lumber
Coventry Health Care
Cranes & Equipment Corp.
Decatur Mack
Do it Best Corp.
East Side Lumberyard Supply
The Empire Company
Federated Insurance
Forest Products Supply Co.
GAF
GRK Fasteners
Great Northern Lumber
Guardian Building Products

Huttig Building Products
Illini Hardware
Illinois Industrial Lumber Co.
Industrial Products Co.
Integrity Payment Systems
Krauter Auto-Stak
Lumberman’s Wholesale
Lumberyard Supply Co.
Maze Nails
Metal Sales Mfg.
Mid-Am Building Supply
Moulding & Millwork
Nudo Products
Okaw Truss
Pekin Hardwood
Pennsylvania Lumbermens Insurance
Prairie Wholesale Supply

Rehkemper and Sons, Inc.
River City Millwork
Roberts & Dybdahl
Rollex Corp.
Runnion Equipment Company
Seven Utility Management Consultants
Shelter Distribution
Simpson Strong Tie Co.
Snyder Insurance
Spruce Computer Systems
Tempco Products
Transworld Systems
Truss-Slater
Wall-Vern Products
Warrior Building Products
Weyerhaeuser
Woolf Distributing Co.

Presnell Bros., Inc.

Illinois Lumber & Material Dealers Association
932 South Spring Street - Springfield, IL 62704
Phone: (217) 544-5405 - Fax: (217) 544-4206 - Toll Free: (800) 252-8641
E-Mail: ILMDA@ilmda.com

